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Among neurotransmitter-gated ion channels, the superfamily of
pentameric ligand-gated ion channels (pLGICs) is unique in that its
members display opposite permeant-ion charge selectivities de-
spite sharing the same structural fold. Although much effort has
been devoted to the identification of the mechanism underlying the
cation-versus-anion selectivity of these channels, a careful analysis of
past work reveals that discrepancies exist, that different explanations
for the same phenomenon have often been put forth, and that no
consensus view has yet been reached. To elucidate the molecular basis
of charge selectivity for the superfamily as a whole, we performed
extensive mutagenesis and electrophysiological recordings on six
different cation-selective and anion-selective homologs from verte-
brate, invertebrate, and bacterial origin. We present compelling
evidence for the critical involvement of ionized side chains—whether
pore-facing or buried—rather than backbone atoms and propose a
mechanism whereby not only their charge sign but also their con-
formation determines charge selectivity. Insertions, deletions, and
residue-to-residue mutations involving nonionizable residues in the
intracellular end of the pore seem to affect charge selectivity by chang-
ing the rotamer preferences of the ionized side chains in the first turn
of the M2 α-helices. We also found that, upon neutralization of the
charged residues in the first turn ofM2, the control of charge selectivity
is handed over to the many other ionized side chains that decorate the
pore. This explains the long-standing puzzle as to why the neutraliza-
tion of the intracellular-mouth glutamates affects charge selectivity to
markedly different extents in different cation-selective pLGICs.

side-chain conformation | electrostatics | patch clamp | electrophysiology |
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The physiological role of a neurotransmitter-gated ion channel
(NGIC) depends, to a large extent, on whether it is permeable

to cations or anions. In excitable tissues, for example, cation-
selective NGICs are excitatory because their opening leads to an
influx of Na+ that depolarizes the cell. Anion-selective NGICs, on
the other hand, are mostly inhibitory, but they can also be excitatory
depending on a number of factors that include the values of the Cl–

and HCO3
– equilibrium (Nernst) potentials and the resting mem-

brane potential. Among these ion channels, only the superfamily of
pentameric ligand-gated ion channels (“pLGICs”) has evolved to
give rise to members that are highly selective for either cations or
anions while retaining the same overall structure; all other NGICs
(that is, those gated by glutamate or ATP) are selective for cations.
Thus, because all cation-selective NGICs discriminate poorly be-
tween Na+ and K+, fast inhibitory synaptic transmission is medi-
ated, exclusively, by the anion-selective pLGICs.
Few aspects of pLGICs are as intriguing—and, at the same time,

have remained as elusive and controversial—as the physicochemical
basis of their opposite charge selectivities. Certainly, the relation-
ship between primary sequence and cation-versus-anion selectivity
in these channels is so difficult to encapsulate in a few rules that
predicting charge selectivity from the mere inspection of sequences

is not a trivial task, especially when it comes to mutant sequences or
wild-type sequences from bacteria, Archaea, or invertebrate organ-
isms. For example, the presence (in the wild-type cation-selective
pLGICs) or absence (in the wild-type anion-selective pLGICs) of
a “ring” of pore-lining glutamates at the intracellular end of the
transmembrane portion of the pore (position –1′; Fig. 1) is often
invoked to explain selectivity for cations or anions, respectively,
even when α7 (1, 2) and muscle (3) nicotinic acetylcholine receptors
(AChRs) remain highly cation selective upon neutralization of all of
the negatively charged side chains at this position. Also, the pres-
ence of an additional residue in the M1–M2 linker of all wild-type
anion-selective pLGICs from vertebrates (Fig. 1), and the effect of
inserting (in the cation-selective members) or deleting (in the anion-
selective ones) one residue from this region, are often taken as
evidence for a tight relationship between the length of this linker
and charge selectivity (1, 2, 4, 5). However, wild-type anion-selective
AChRs with short M1–M2 linkers (6) and cation-selective γ-ami-
nobutyric acid type A receptors (GABAARs) with long M1–M2
linkers (7) have been thoroughly characterized in invertebrates.
These inconsistencies, along with the fact that many mutations in
the charge-selectivity filter region of these channels nearly abolish
channel expression (5, 8), have led to a confusing picture that
becomes increasingly more blurred as new mutational data are
added (9, 10) and new nonvertebrate genomes are sequenced (e.g.,
refs. 11–15). Indeed, although much effort has been devoted to the
identification of the mechanism underlying the cation-versus-anion
selectivity of these channels, a careful analysis of the literature
reveals that a large number of discrepancies exist, that disparate
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explanations for the same phenomenon have often been put forth,
and that no consensus view has yet been reached. For example,
whereas some authors have suggested that the charge selectivity of
pLGICs is governed solely by interactions between the passing
ions and backbone atoms (2, 4, 16), others have favored the notion
that only pore-facing charged side chains underlie this process in
both the cation-selective and the anion-selective pLGICs (5).
Notably, thus far, no unifying mechanism has been proposed that
can account for the results of mutational studies obtained with
different pLGICs and that explains the molecular basis of charge
selectivity for the entire superfamily.
To elucidate the relationship between primary sequence and

charge selectivity in the pLGIC superfamily—especially now that
several structural models have become available—we performed
extensive mutagenesis on a diverse panel of cation-selective and
anion-selective homologs, and assessed the effect of mutations on
function using macroscopic patch-clamp electrophysiology. We
present compelling evidence for the critical involvement of ionized
side chains in this process—regardless of whether they are pore-
facing or buried—and propose a mechanism whereby not only their
charge sign but also their conformation determines charge selectivity.

Results
Previous mutational studies have identified the intracellular end of
the transmembrane pore as the region that controls the charge
selectivity of pLGICs (e.g., refs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 16, and 17). An align-
ment of amino acid sequences from vertebrate homologs reveals
that this short stretch of amino acids is highly conserved in these
animals. Indeed, most cation-selective pLGIC-forming subunits
(and, certainly, all of those that can form homomeric pentamers)
have either a GEK or a GER motif in the first turn of the M2
α-helix and a four-residue M1–M2 linker. Similarly, all anion-
selective pLGIC subunits have either a PAR or an AAR motif in
the first turn of M2 and a five-residue linker (Fig. 1). However,
extending the alignment to the invertebrate and bacterial mem-
bers of the superfamily reveals that the filter’s sequences vary
widely (Fig. 1), and thus that the relationship between sequence
and charge selectivity seems more tenuous than hinted by the

inspection of vertebrate sequences alone. Therefore, in an attempt
to capture this breadth of sequence space, we included vertebrate,
invertebrate, and bacterial pLGICs in the mutational study pre-
sented here. Charge selectivities were inferred from zero-current
(“reversal”) potentials estimated under near KCl-dilution condi-
tions using the whole-cell configuration of the patch-clamp tech-
nique and were expressed in terms of permeability-coefficient
ratios (PK

+/PCl
– or PCl

–/PK
+) calculated using the Goldman–

Hodgkin–Katz (GHK) equation (Fig. 2A and SI Materials and
Methods). Means and SEs of these values are indicated in Tables
S1–S4 for the wild-type and mutant constructs of the muscle
AChR, the homomeric serotonin type 3A receptor (5-HT3AR),
the heteromeric serotonin type 3A–3B receptor (5-HT3A-3BR),
and the α1 glycine receptor (GlyR) from mammals, respectively;
in Table S5 for a chimeric chick–Caenorhabditis elegans α7-AChR–
β-GluCl receptor channel (16); and in Table S6 for the bacterial
Erwinia chrysanthemi ligand-gated ion channel (ELIC). To estab-
lish a “baseline,” we started by studying the wild-type constructs
(including the chimera) and found all six of them to be highly
selective for either cations or anions (PK

+/PCl
– = 97 for the muscle

AChR; 31 for the 5-HT3AR; 42 for the 5-HT3A-3BR; and 44 for
ELIC; PCl

–/PK
+ = 119 for the α1 GlyR; and 410 for the α7-

AChR–β-GluCl chimera). The observations and conclusions from
our mutational study were as follows.

Location of the Charge-Selectivity Filter. The notion that charge
selectivity is governed by the intracellular end of the transmembrane
pore has been established. However, more recently, it has been
suggested that a ring of aspartates that line the (extramembranous)
extracellular portion of the ion-permeation pathway of most cation-
selective pLGICs may also contribute to charge selectivity on the
basis of their effect on single-channel conductance (10). Intriguingly,
these residues align with well-conserved basic residues in anion-
selective pLGICs, thus lending credence to this idea. To test this
notion, we mutated the aligned aspartates of the muscle AChR
(Asp-97 in the α1, β1, and e subunits, and Asp-99 in the δ subunit)
and the 5-HT3AR (Asp-132), as well as the aligned lysine of the α1
GlyR (Lys-104), to alanine and estimated the charge selectivities of
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Mouse alpha1 AChR  LVFYLPTD–SGEK
Mouse beta1 AChR  FVFYLPPD–AGEK
Mouse delta AChR  LVFYLPGD–CGEK

Mouse epsilon AChR  LAYFLPAQAGGQK
  Mouse alpha7 AChR  LVFLLPAD–SGEK

Mouse 5-HT3AR  VGFCLPPD–SGER
Mouse 5–HT3BR  GSFYLPPN–CRAR

S. mansoni ShAR1beta AChR  LVFTLPPE–ANEK
C. elegans ACR–23 betaineR  VSSSVHDL–RQEK
D. melanogaster GRD GABAAR  VSFWLNREATADR

C. elegans EXP–1 GABAAR  VSLWMETE–TEFQ
G. violaceus GLIC  TAFWS–T–SYEAN
D. dadantii ELIC  SVFWL–E–SFSER
Rat alpha1 GlyR  ISFWINMDAAPAR

Human alpha1 GABAAR  VSFWLNRESVPAR
Human beta3 GABAAR  VSFWINYDASAAR

Human gamma3 GABAAR  VSFWIKKDATPAR
Human rho1 GABAAR  VSFWIDRRAVPAR

C. elegans alpha1 GluCl  VSFWFDRTAIPAR
C. elegans beta GluCl  VSFWIDLHSTAGR

L. stagnalis AChR B  VLFWLPPE–SPAK
S. mansoni SmACC–1 AChR  VLFWLPPE–TPAK
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Fig. 1. The charge-selectivity filter of wild-type pLGICs. (A) Schematic representation of the membrane-threading pattern of individual pLGIC subunits. The C terminus
of M1, the M1–M2 linker, and the N terminus of M2 are highlighted. The approximate location of some residues is indicated with the prime notation used throughout
this work. (B) Alignment of residues in and flanking the M1–M2 linker. The classification of these residues as belonging to the linker or to one of the flanking α-helical
termini is tentative and was made on the basis of the structural models of the anion-selective β3 GABAAR (PDB ID code 4COF; ref. 24) and the cation-selective
Gloeobacter violaceus ligand-gated ion channel, GLIC (PDB ID code 4HFI; ref. 27). The broken horizontal line separates the sequences of subunits that form cation-
selective channels (Top) from those that form anion-selective ones (Bottom). The invertebrate organisms in this list are Schistosoma mansoni (a parasitic flatworm),
Caenorhabditis elegans (a nematode), Drosophila melanogaster (an arthropod), and Lymnaea stagnalis (a mollusc), and the bacteria are G. violaceus and Dickeya
dadantii (formerly classified as Erwinia chrysanthemi). The color code identifying the M1–M2 linker and flanking regions is the same as in A.
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the resulting constructs; in all three cases, the selectivity was wild
type-like (PK

+/PCl
– = 200, PK

+/PCl
– = 52, and PCl

–/PK
+ = 123, re-

spectively; Fig. 2 B–D and F). Furthermore, we estimated the charge
selectivity of a α7-AChR–β-GluCl chimeric construct consisting of
the extracellular domain of the (cation-selective) α7 AChR and the
transmembrane and intracellular domains of the (anion-selective)
β GluCl channel (16). As such, this channel carries an aspartate at
the aligned extracellular position (Asp-96)—and also a glutamate
at the adjacent position 97—that could compromise the anion
selectivity of its β GluCl pore. However, we found this channel to
be almost ideally selective for anions (PCl

–/PK
+ = 410). Finally,

providing further support to these findings, we noticed that wild-
type homomeric anion-selective AChRs from molluscs, annelids,
and flatworms contain an aspartate at this extracellular position
(much like their cation-selective homologs), yet they form highly
anion-selective channels (in the particular case of the AChR B
from Lymnaea stagnalis, PCl

–/PK
+ = 93; ref. 6).

We also estimated the effect of the (also extramembranous)
intracellular domain on the charge selectivities of the 5-HT3AR and the
α1 GlyR. In the case of the 5-HT3AR, we used the 5-HT3A-glvM3M4R
construct described in ref. 18 where most of the M3–M4 linker
(115 out of a total of ∼135 residues) was replaced with the
SQPARAA heptapeptide (SI Materials and Methods). In the case
of the α1 GlyR, we replaced most of the M3–M4 linker (more
specifically, the fragment between Lys-312 and Lys-385, that is, 74
out of a total of ∼80–90 residues) with a string of eight alanines
(19). We found that neither the cation selectivity of the 5-HT3AR
(see also ref. 18) nor the anion selectivity of the α1 GlyR is any
lower upon removal of their intracellular domains (PK

+/PCl
– = 88

and PCl
–/PK

+ = 271, respectively; Fig. 2 E and F).
Finally, we tested the effect of neutralizing the ring of ionizable

side chains that line the extracellular “mouth” of the transmembrane

portion of the pore of many pLGICs. In the α1 GlyR, for example,
we found that mutating the arginine at position 19′ (Arg-271) to
alanine does not decrease the wild-type channel’s high selectivity for
anions (PCl

–/PK
+ = 285). Collectively, these results underscore the

dominant role of the intracellular end of the transmembrane pore in
charge selectivity.

A Hierarchy of Side Chains. A sequence alignment reveals that all
known wild-type cation-selective members of the superfamily
contain a ring of three, four, or five acidic residues (depending
on subunit composition) at the intracellular end of the transmem-
brane pore—occupying position –1′ or, much more rarely, –2′—
whereas no known anion-selective pLGIC bears acidic side chains at
these positions (Fig. 1). Also, mutating the ring of alanines at
position –1′ of the anion-selective α1 GlyR to glutamates rendered
the channel somewhat cation selective (PK

+/PCl
– = 3.8), whereas

neutralizing this ring lowered the cation selectivity of the 5-HT3AR
(PK

+/PCl
– ≅ 2.5; Fig. 3), the heteromeric 5-HT3A-3BR (PK

+/PCl
– =

2.5), and ELIC (PK
+/PCl

– = 5.5). In marked contrast, however,
negatively charged side chains at the intracellular end of the pore
were not necessary for cation selectivity in the muscle AChR.
Indeed, whether position –1′ contained the four wild-type gluta-
mates (the e subunit carries a glutamine at this position) or con-
sisted, instead, of a ring of five glutamines (PK

+/PCl
– = 19; Fig. 3 B

and F) or five alanines (PK
+/PCl

– = 22) did not compromise the
high selectivity for cations, even when neutralizing these four
glutamates lowered the channel’s unitary conductance from ∼140
to ∼30 pS (3). Furthermore, we found that the mutant 5-HT3AR
with a LPPDSAGAR motif in the M1–M2 linker and first turn
of M2 (positions –8′ through 0′, with mutated positions indicated in
bold; Fig. 1) is moderately cation selective (PK

+/PCl
– = 7.6) even

when lacking acidic side chains at position –1′ or –2′. Perhaps even
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Fig. 2. Location of the charge-selectivity filter. (A) Relationship between permeability ratio and reversal potential calculated for the solutions most fre-
quently used in this work (110 mM KCl and 40 mM KF on the intracellular side, 15 mM KCl on the extracellular side) assuming that the permeability of pLGICs
to F– is negligible, as it was shown for the wild-type α1 GlyR (38). The equilibrium (Nernst) potentials at 22 °C, calculated using ion activities, were –50.6 mV for
K+, and +46.2 mV for Cl–. The plotted functions were calculated using the GHK equation at 22 °C (in red) and a simpler, “linear”model (in blue) described in SI
Materials and Methods. Note that, because of the asymptotic nature of the relationship, the errors associated with the calculated permeability ratios increase
as the reversal potentials approach either equilibrium potential, that is, as the charge selectivity approaches ideal values. (B–E) Example whole-cell recordings
from representative constructs. Current transients were elicited by the application of 10- or 20-ms pulses of agonist (100 μMACh, 100 μM 5-HT or 1 mM Gly) at
different voltages. For each panel, the holding voltage(s) closest to the reversal potential is (are) indicated in red. (F) Current–voltage relationships generated
from the recordings in B–E. Only the linear portion of each curve is shown.
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more surprisingly, we found that acidic residues are not sufficient
for cation selectivity. Certainly, the α1 GlyR with an INMDAAGER
(PK

+/PCl
– = 1.3; Fig. 3 C and F) or INMD–APER (PK

+/
PCl

– = 1.7) motif forms rather nonselective channels, thus in-
dicating that the mere presence of glutamates at position –1′
does not guarantee selectivity for cations.
To challenge the finding that the ring of glutamates at position –1′

affects charge selectivity in the 5-HT3AR more than it does in the
muscle AChR, we measured reversal potentials under a steeper KCl-
dilution condition: 150–5 mM instead of 150–15 mMK+. Our results
amply confirmed this idea: neutralization of the glutamate ring
lowered the cation-to-anion selectivity of the AChR from PK

+/PCl
–=

110 to PK
+/PCl

– = 55 and that of the 5-HT3AR, from PK
+/PCl

– = 107
to PK

+/PCl
– = 3.4. We also found that different combinations of

glutamates, aspartates, glutamines, and alanines at position –1′ of the
(heteromeric) muscle AChR do not have a major effect on cation
selectivity, which remained high (PK

+/PCl
– > 28) despite these per-

turbations. To test the possibility that other pore-lining negatively
charged side chains contribute to the cation selectivity of this
channel, we also mutated the acidic side chains at position –5′ of the
M1–M2 linker (an aspartate in the wild-type α1, β1, and δ subunits,
and a glutamine in the e subunit; Fig. 1) and position 20′, in the last
turn of M2 (a glutamate in α1, an aspartate in β1, a lysine in δ, and a
glutamine in e), to alanine in the background of an all-neutral posi-
tion –1′. We chose these two other rings of acidic side chains because
their effect on single-channel conductance—although much weaker
than that of the glutamates at position –1′—is the next largest (3, 20).
When mutated in a pairwise manner, neither combination, that is,
mutant –5′ and –1′ positions (PK

+/PCl
– = 20; Fig. 3 D and F) or

mutant –1′ and 20′ positions (PK+/PCl– = 16), affected charge selec-
tivity much more than did the neutralization of position –1′ alone
(PK

+/PCl
– ≅ 20). Neutralization of the acidic residues at all three

positions (a total of 11 side chains), on the other hand, lowered the
cation selectivity to PK

+/PCl
–= 12 (Fig. 3 E and F), a value that is still

higher than that of the 5-HT3AR with only position –1′ neutralized
(PK

+/PCl
– ≅ 2.5). Moreover, even engineering a lysine at position –1′

of one of the five subunits had little effect (PK
+/PCl

– = 21, in the
β subunit; PK

+/PCl
– = 17, in the δ subunit). It was only in the back-

ground of a pentamer carrying only one glutamate at this position
that the introduction of a lysine lowered the selectivity for cations to a
larger extent (PK

+/PCl
– = 7.1). We could not measure currents in the

complete absence of glutamates as long as a lysine occupied one of
the five positions –1′; the currents were, probably, too small.
Puzzled by the resilience of the AChR’s cation selectivity to

neutralization of its pore-lining acidic side chains, we then turned
to the 5-HT3AR. We wondered whether the larger effect of glu-
tamate-to-alanine or glutamate-to-glutamine mutations in the
latter could be ascribed to the larger number of anion-attracting,
basic residues in its intracellular M3–M4 linkers. These basic
residues occupy positions that “frame” five intracellular openings
or “portals” (one per pair of adjacent subunits; Fig. S1; ref. 21)
that ions must traverse upon entering or exiting the channel, and
their removal was found to increase the 5-HT3AR’s single-channel
conductance from <1 to 20–40 pS (9, 18). Whereas the 5-HT3AR
has seven basic residues per subunit framing these portals, the
muscle AChR has only two (e subunit) or three (α1, β1, and δ
subunits), and although these residues exert little to no effect on
the charge selectivity of wild-type pLGICs (Fig. 2 E and F), they
could conceivably dominate the energetics of ion permeation once
the glutamates at position –1′ are neutralized. To address this
point, we first mutated the glutamates at position –1′ to alanines in
the background of the 5-HT3A-glvM3M4R construct (that is, the
5-HT3AR with much shortened M3–M4 linkers; ref. 18) and es-
timated its charge selectivity. We found that, indeed, neutralizing
position –1′ in the background of a channel that lacks the arginine-
lined portals lowers the cation selectivity to a more moderate
extent (PK

+/PCl
– = 6.6) than does neutralizing these glutamates in

the wild-type 5-HT3AR background (PK
+/PCl

– ≅ 2.5). Second, in
an attempt to minimize the structural perturbations that such an
extensive shortening of the M3–M4 linker could have had, we
simply mutated four of the seven portal-framing basic residues
(Lys-436, and Arg-437, 441, and 445; Fig. S1) to alanine (more
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Fig. 3. A hierarchy of side chains. (A–E) Example whole-cell recordings from representative constructs. Current transients were elicited by the application of
10- or 20-ms pulses of agonist (100 μM 5-HT, 100 μM ACh, or 1 mM Gly) at different voltages. For each panel, the holding voltage(s) closest to the reversal
potential is (are) indicated in red. The equilibrium (Nernst) potentials at 22 °C, calculated using ion activities, were –50.6 mV for K+, and +46.2 mV for Cl–.
Mutant residues are indicated in bold. (F) Current–voltage relationships generated from the recordings in A–E. Only the linear portion of each curve is shown;
some of these were truncated to better appreciate the curves of lower slope.
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than four substitutions were not tolerated) and obtained, essen-
tially, the same result (PK

+/PCl
– = 7.1). Remarkably, the charge

selectivity of the all-alanine mutant at position –1′ of the bacterial
channel ELIC (which naturally, contains a very short M3–M4
linker that does not form basic residue-lined portals) was nearly
the same (PK

+/PCl
– = 5.5) as that of the all-alanine mutant

5-HT3AR with a shortened or partially neutralized linker.
We also wondered whether the larger effect of glutamate

neutralization on the charge selectivity of the 5-HT3AR, com-
pared with that of the AChR, could additionally be ascribed to
the presence of an arginine in the former, and a (less basic) ly-
sine in the latter, at position 0′ (Fig. 1). Strikingly, we found that
in going from a LPPD–SGAR motif to LPPD–SGAK, the cation
selectivity of the 5-HT3AR increases from PK

+/PCl
–= 2.4 to PK

+/PCl
–=

4.4 (Fig. 4), a small change in terms of permeability-coefficient
ratios (a factor of ∼1.8) that corresponds, however, to a robust
shift of 9.0 mV in reversal potential (Fig. 2A). Although it is possible
that the positively charged side chains of arginine and lysine at po-
sition 0′ adopt rotamers that affect ion permeation to different ex-
tents (as we have observed for the glutamates at position –1′ of the
muscle AChR; refs. 3, 22), our results are also consistent with the
possibility that the lysine side chain spends at least some fraction of
the time deprotonated, thus providing a more favorable environment
for the permeation of cations. Whichever the case may be, it is clear
that the additional arginines in the M3–M4 linker of the 5-HT3AR,
as well as the presence of an arginine (rather than a lysine) at po-
sition 0′, contribute to the larger impact of glutamate neutralization
on the charge selectivity of this channel.
Overall, we conclude that a ring of glutamates at position –1′

dominates the permeation free-energy landscape of wild-type
cation-selective pLGICs. However, upon neutralization of these
side chains, the control of charge selectivity is handed over to the
rest of the protein—that is, the extracellular and intracellular do-
mains, and the rest of the transmembrane domain. In the AChR, the
rest of the protein still favored the permeation of cations (PK

+/PCl
–≅

20; Fig. 3 B and F), but in the 5-HT3AR, the rest of the protein
formed a nonselective channel, instead (PK

+/PCl
–≅ 2.5; Figs. 3 A and

F and 4 A and F). Regarding the glutamates at position –1′, we
emphasize the notion that the mere presence of such ring is not
enough to confer selectivity for cations. Instead, the local confor-
mation of the protein seems to be crucial to orient the acidic side
chains favorably so as to ensure that they are both deprotonated and
optimally positioned with respect to the axis of permeation. This is
best exemplified by the α1 GlyR mutants having an INMDAAGER
or an INMD–AAER motif. Both have glutamates at position –1′,
but whereas the former is rather nonselective for cations or anions
(PK

+/PCl
– = 1.3; Fig. 3 C and F), the latter selects for cations with

PK
+/PCl

– = 11 (Fig. 3F).

The Basic Side Chain at Position 0′. Although not all naturally oc-
curring cation-selective pLGICs contain a lysine or an arginine at
position 0′ (certainly, a few exceptions can be identified in bac-
teria and nematodes), no known anion-selective pLGIC lacks a
lysine or an arginine at this position (Fig. 1). Thus far, however,
it has been difficult to elucidate the contribution of this con-
served basic amino acid to ion permeation because mutations to
nonionizable residues in, for example, the muscle AChR (8) or
the α1 GlyR (5) were found to reduce their functional expression
to impractical levels. Nevertheless, as indicated above, an argi-
nine-to-lysine mutation in the background of a rather nonselective
5-HT3AR (LPPD–SGAR→LPPD–SGAK) was tolerated well, and
it was found to increase the selectivity for cations by a factor of
∼1.8. Irrespective of the mechanism underlying this effect, this
result strongly suggested that the positive charge on the side chain
at position 0′ can indeed be “felt” by the passing ions—even when
located as far as on the backside of M2 (23)—especially when a
glutamate is not present at the (adjacent) pore-lining position –1′.
Moreover, in contrast to the mutant 5-HT3AR with an all-neutral
–1′ ring, replacing most of the M3–M4 linker of the wild-type α1
GlyR (which naturally lacks glutamates at position –1′) with a
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Fig. 4. The basic side chain at position 0′. (A–E) Example whole-cell recordings from representative constructs. Current transients were elicited by the ap-
plication of 10- or 20-ms pulses of agonist (100 μM 5-HT or 100 μM ACh) at different voltages. For each panel, the holding voltage(s) closest to the reversal
potential is (are) indicated in red. The equilibrium (Nernst) potentials at 22 °C, calculated using ion activities, were –50.6 mV for K+, and +46.2 mV for Cl–.
Mutant residues are indicated in bold. (F) Current–voltage relationships generated from the recordings in A–E. Only the linear portion of each curve is shown;
one of these was truncated to better appreciate the other curves, which had lower slopes.
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stretch of eight alanines did not lower the channel’s high selectivity
for anions (PCl

–/PK
+ = 271; Fig. 2 E and F), even when its putative

portal-framing α-helices contain as many as eight basic residues
per subunit (Fig. S1). This result suggested to us that, in anion-
selective pLGICs, the arginine at position 0′ (Fig. 1) may domi-
nate the energetics of ion permeation in such a way that their
anion selectivity is oblivious to the presence or absence of intact
basic-residue–rich M3–M4 linkers.
Intrigued by these findings, we kept trying to mutate the 0′

basic side chain to nonionizable residues. Mutation of the argi-
nine of the α1 GlyR to glutamine (the amino acid tentatively
occupying this position in the EXP-1 GABAAR; Fig. 1), aspar-
agine (the amino acid occupying this position in GLIC; Fig. 1), or
glycine, nearly abolished the functional expression of the channel. In
addition, mutating at the same time Glu-300 in M3, which according
to the crystal structures of the anion-selective α1 GluCl channel
[Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 3RHW; ref. 23] and the β3
GABA receptor (PDB ID code 4COF; ref. 24) forms a salt bridge
with the 0′ arginine, to glutamine did not make any noticeable dif-
ference. Hence, to avoid channels having a PAR motif in the first
turn of M2, we turned to βGluCl fromC. elegans, an anion-selective,
glutamate-gated homomeric pLGIC having an AGR motif, instead
(Fig. 1). Because our attempts [and those of others (25, 26)] to ex-
press β GluCl in HEK-293 cells proved unsuccessful, we tested the
α7-AChR–β-GluCl chimera (16), which is known to express well in
these cells (Fig. 4 C and F). Although the arginine-to-glutamine
mutation reduced the size of the chimera’s currents to the point
that it was difficult to estimate a reversal potential with certainty, the
currents were clearly outward at the Cl– equilibrium potential. The
loss of anion selectivity hinted by this construct was confirmed by
the asparagine mutant, which displayed more robust currents; the
arginine-to-asparagine mutation rendered the channel almost ideally
nonselective (PCl

–/PK
+ = 0.89; Fig. 4 D and F). We also recorded

robust currents from the arginine-to-glycine mutant and obtained a
similar result (PCl

–/PK
+ = 5.8; Fig. 4 E and F). Although this glycine

mutant remained anion selective, the selectivity for anions was much
smaller than that of the “wild-type” chimera (PCl

–/PK
+ = 410; Fig. 4

C and F). Overall, the simplest explanation for the effect of arginine
neutralization is that the positive charges on these non–pore-facing
side chains can be oriented in such a way as to create an electro-
statically favorable environment for the passing anions. Therefore, as
is the case for their cation-selective counterparts, ionized side-chain–
ion interactions seem to dominate the permeation free-energy land-
scape of anion-selective pLGICs. However, the mere presence of a
ring of basic side chains at position 0′ was not enough to impart se-
lectivity for anions. Indeed, the α1GlyR with an INMD–AGARmotif,
for example, did not discriminate cations from anions (PCl

–/PK
+ =

1.3). We conclude that, much as we observed for the glutamates at
position –1′ of cation-selective pLGICs, a proper conformation of the
positively charged side chain at position 0′ seems to be crucial for
anion selectivity.
Finally, we wondered about the effect of the acidic residues in

the chimera’s α7-AChR extracellular domain on the charge se-
lectivity of the arginine-to-asparagine mutant at position 0′. To
address this point, we neutralized Asp-96 and Glu-97 (in the
background of the arginine-to-asparagine mutant) and found
that the channel becomes more selective for anions (PCl

–/PK
+ =

2.8) than is the arginine-to-asparagine mutant with a wild-type
α7-AChR extracellular domain (PCl

–/PK
+ = 0.89; Fig. 4 D and F).

This result is fully consistent with the expected effect of neu-
tralization of lumen-facing negatively charged residues and with
the idea that, once the positive charges on the arginines at po-
sition 0′ are removed, the control of charge selectivity is handed
over to the rest of the protein (here, the extracellular domain).
Having unveiled the key role that the (buried) basic residues at

position 0′ play in anion selectivity, we wondered why these residues
are also present in nearly all wild-type cation-selective pLGICs. In-
deed, with glutamates at the pore-lining position –1′, these channels

display high cation-to-anion permeability ratios, undoubtedly
reflecting the relative proximities of these two positions to the axis
of ion permeation. We surmise that, in the cation-selective chan-
nels, five basic side chains at position 0′may be necessary to stabilize
the deprotonated state of the adjacent glutamates at position –1′.
Note that, in the few cation-selective pLGICs that lack a basic
residue at position 0′ (Fig. 1), the glutamate occupies a more
solvent-exposed position (position –2′) in the first turn of M2.

The Length of the M1–M2 Linker. A sequence alignment reveals
that the intracellular end of the transmembrane pore of nearly
all wild-type cation-selective pLGICs from animals have one
fewer residue than those from anion-selective pLGICs. Although
this correlation is, by no means, a strict rule (certainly, a few
exceptions can be identified; Fig. 1), we wondered whether, for
any given channel, a generalization could be made as to the effect
of inserting or deleting a residue from this region of the protein
on charge selectivity. In the case of the α1 GlyR, we found that
in going from an INMD–AGAR motif (PCl

–/PK
+ = 1.3) to

INMDAAGAR (PCl
–/PK

+ = ∞), from INMD–AAAR (PCl
–/PK

+ =
6.5) to INMDAAAAR (PCl

–/PK
+ = 89), from INMD–AGER

(PCl
–/PK

+ = 0.15) to INMDAAGER (PCl
–/PK

+ = 0.85), and from
INMD–AAER (PCl

–/PK
+ = 0.10) to INMDAAAER (PCl

–/PK
+ =

0.28), the channel becomes more selective for anions (or less se-
lective for cations), with the INMD–AGAR-to-INMDAAGAR
insertion having the largest effect (Fig. 5). Indeed, this alanine
insertion converts a nonselective channel into one that seems to be
perfectly selective for anions. Similarly, in the 5-HT3AR, going
from a LPPD–SPAR (PCl

–/PK
+ = 1.3) motif to LPPDSAPAR

(PCl
–/PK

+ > 9.2) confers anion selectivity to a nonselective chan-
nel. However, running counter to the trend hinted by these obser-
vations, we also found that going from INMD–APER (PK

+/PCl
– =

1.7) to INMDAAPER (PK
+/PCl

– = 3.8) in the α1 GlyR, and from
LPPD–SGAR (PK

+/PCl
– = 2.4; Fig. 4 A and F) to LPPDSAGAR

(PK
+/PCl

– = 7.6; Fig. 5 E and F) in the 5-HT3AR, makes these two
channels more selective for cations.
It could be argued that some of the effects of alanine insertion

on charge selectivity seem small when expressed in terms of per-
meability-coefficient ratios. For example, the INMD–AAER-to-
INMDAAAER insertion increased the selectivity for anions by a
factor of only 2.8, whereas the INMD–APER-to-INMDAAPER
insertion increased the selectivity for cations by a factor of only
2.2. However, it should be noted that the corresponding changes
in reversal potential were robust, having shifted by ∼12–13 mV in
opposite directions (in these two particular examples) upon ala-
nine insertion. It is also worth noting that this ambivalent effect of
residue insertion was observed for both an anion-selective channel
(α1 GlyR) and a cation-selective channel (5-HT3AR), and that the
presence or absence of glutamates at position –1′ did not make
any difference in this respect.
To gain further insight into the structural consequences of

inserting or deleting residues from this region of the channel, we
structurally aligned the models of the bacterial cation-selective
channel GLIC (PDB ID code 3HFI; resolution, 2.4 Å; ref. 27)
and the invertebrate anion-selective channel α1 GluCl (PDB ID
code 3RHW; resolution, 3.26 Å; ref. 23), two models that (de-
spite some reservations) have been deemed to represent the
open-channel conformation (Fig. 6). The comparison between
these two models seemed particularly pertinent because GLIC
has two (not just one) fewer residues than α1 GluCl in this region
(Fig. 1), and thus, the corresponding structural differences were
expected to be magnified. Intriguingly, the length, and the ro-
tational and tilt angles of the M2 α-helices turned out to be,
essentially, the same. Indeed, the mean distance between aligned
Cα atoms computed over the first 10 residues of M2 and aver-
aged across all five subunits was 0.58 Å. The two additional
residues of α1 GluCl are fully accommodated within the M1–M2
linker, which forms a longer loop. We do not know whether the
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same is the case for the engineered one-alanine insertions and
deletions we studied here, but to the extent that these mutations
recapitulate the effect of naturally occurring insertions and dele-
tions on charge selectivity, we surmise that these maneuvers may
also result in longer or shorter M1–M2 linkers without causing
major changes to the backbone of M2.
It is tempting to conclude, then, that inserting or deleting an

alanine (and perhaps, other residues, too) from this region of the
channel must lead to slight changes in the backbone of the first
turn of M2, too subtle to be clearly characterized at the resolution
of the available structural models, yet large enough to cause a
reorientation of the charged side chains at positions –1′ and/or 0′.
In turn, this would reshape the permeation free-energy landscape
of cations and anions, eventually changing the charge selectivity.
We highlight, however, the enigmatic nature of these structural
rearrangements because the insertion of an alanine, for example,
favored the permeation of anions in some cases and the perme-
ation of cations in others.

The Importance of Position –2′.With the exception of the 5-HT3BR
subunit (which does not form homomers), all wild-type cation-
selective pLGIC subunits from vertebrates contain a glycine at
position –2′, whereas most anion-selective pLGICs subunits
contain a proline, in some cases an alanine, but never a glycine at
this position (Fig. 1). Thus, we wondered whether, for any given
channel, the amino acid at position –2′ matters for charge selec-
tivity. To address this question, we compared the charge selec-
tivities of receptors differing only in the –2′ side chain. We found
that the α1 GlyR with an INMD–APAR motif is highly anion
selective (PCl

–/PK
+ = 36; Fig. 7), whereas the α1 GlyR with an

INMD–AGAR motif does not discriminate cations from anions
(PCl

–/PK
+ = 1.3; Fig. 5 A and F). Also, we found that the 5-HT3AR

with a LPPDSAGAR motif is moderately selective for cations
(PK

+/PCl
– = 7.6; Fig. 5 E and F), whereas the 5-HT3AR with a

LPPDSAPAR motif is selective for anions (PCl
–/PK

+ > 9.2). In the
presence of a glutamate at position –1′, a similar (albeit less

pronounced) effect could be observed. For example, whereas the
α1 GlyR with an INMD–APER motif was rather nonselective
(PK

+/PCl
– = 1.7; Fig. 7 B and F), the same channel with an INMD–

AGER (PK
+/PCl

– = 6.9; Fig. 7 C and F) or INMD–AAER motif
(PK

+/PCl
– = 11) became selective for cations. Admittedly, our

dataset is limited, and some of the glycine–proline channel pairs
could not easily be compared because the corresponding reversal
potentials were too close to either the K+ or the Cl– equilibrium
potentials, where the accurate estimation of permeability ratios
from reversal potentials is most prone to errors (Fig. 2A). However,
it does seem as though a glycine at position –2′ tends to favor the
permeation of cations, whereas a proline at this position tends to
favor the permeation of anions, much as hinted by the prevalence of
these residues in naturally occurring sequences. Remarkably, as was
the case for the alanine insertions discussed above, these glycine or
proline substitutions did not involve ionizable side chains directly.
Instead, these mutations may have perturbed the torsional free-
energy landscapes of the arginine and glutamate side chains at the
nearby positions 0′ and –1′, and thus may well have affected the
occupancies of their different rotamers.
The 5-HT3BR subunit bears an arginine at position –2′, and

hence, the heteromeric 5-HT3A-3BR likely (28) contains three
glycines and two arginines at this pore-lining position (and three
glutamates and two alanines at the adjacent position –1′; Fig. 1).
However, despite these additional positive charges, we found the
5-HT3A-3BR to be highly selective for cations (PK

+/PCl
– = 42; Fig.

7 D and F), suggesting a minimal electrostatic effect of these
arginines even when located at what is expected to be the nar-
rowest constriction of the open-channel pore. Moreover, we
found that even the mutant homomeric 5-HT3AR containing five
arginines at position –2′ (that is, with a LPPD–SRER motif)
retains selectivity for cations (PK

+/PCl
– = 8.9; Fig. 7 E and F),

which is remarkable because the Cα atom at position –2′ (here
occupied by an arginine) is expected to be closer to the long axis
of the pore than is the Cα atom at position –1′ (occupied by a
glutamate; Fig. 6). It seems inescapable to conclude that the
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Fig. 5. The length of the M1–M2 linker. (A–E) Example whole-cell recordings from representative constructs. Current transients were elicited by the ap-
plication of 10- or 20-ms pulses of agonist (1 mM Gly or 100 μM 5-HT) at different voltages. For each panel, the holding voltage(s) closest to the reversal
potential is (are) indicated in red. The equilibrium (Nernst) potentials at 22 °C, calculated using ion activities, were –50.6 mV for K+, and +46.2 mV for Cl–.
Mutant residues are indicated in bold. (F) Current–voltage relationships generated from the recordings in A–E. Only the linear portion of each curve is shown;
one of these was truncated to better appreciate the other curves, which had lower slopes.
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arginine side chains at position –2′ must orient themselves in
such a way as to minimize their impact on ion permeation. In
turn, this observation reinforces the notion that side-chain con-
formation is a key determinant of charge selectivity.

The Effect of Mutations Is Context Dependent. Mutations confined
to the intracellular end of the pore not only affect but also can
switch the sign of the charge selectivity of pLGICs. For example,
we found that mutating the anion-selective α1 GlyR so that
the wild-type INMDAAPAR motif (PK

+/PCl
– = 0.02) becomes

INMD–AGER (PK
+/PCl

– = 6.9; Fig. 7 C and F) or INMD–AAER
(PK

+/PCl
– = 11) makes the channel cation selective. Similarly, we

found that mutating the cation-selective 5-HT3AR so that the
wild-type LPPD–SGER motif (PCl

–/PK
+ = 0.04) becomes

LPPDSAPAR (PCl
–/PK

+ > 9.2) confers selectivity for anions.
These observations indicate that, at least in these two pLGICs,
the rest of the protein is able to accommodate opposite charge
selectivities. Thus, to determine whether similar sequences in the
first turn of M2 impart similar selectivities, we mutated the α1
GlyR and the 5-HT3AR, and compared the results. We found
that, whereas the mutant α1 GlyR with an INMD–APAR motif
(PCl

–/PK
+ = 36; Fig. 7 A and F) and the wild-type AChR B from

the invertebrate L. stagnalis (PCl
–/PK

+ = 93; ref. 6), which bears
an LPPE–SPAK motif, are selective for anions, the 5-HT3AR
with a LPPD–SPAR motif does not discriminate cations from
anions (PCl

–/PK
+ = 1.3; Fig. S2). Moreover, we noticed that the

bacterial ELIC with a LE–S–FPAR motif (PK
+/PCl

– = 2.8) or a
LE–S–APAR motif (PK

+/PCl
– = 2.9) is slightly selective for cations

(Fig. S2 B, C, and F). Also, the α1 GlyR with an INMDAAGAR

motif seemed to be perfectly anion selective (Fig. 5 B and F),
whereas the 5-HT3AR with a LPPDSAGAR motif was moderately
cation selective (PK

+/PCl
– = 7.6; Fig. 5 E and F). Importantly, in the

presence of a glutamate at position –1′, the results were similar:
the α1 GlyR with an INMDAAGER motif formed nonselective
channels (PK

+/PCl
– = 1.3; Fig. 3 C and F), whereas the 5-HT3AR

with a LPPDSAGER motif was highly selective for cations (PK
+/

PCl
– = 28; Fig. S2 D and F). Also, the α1 GlyR with an INMD–

APER motif selected poorly between cations and anions (PK
+/

PCl
– = 1.7; Fig. 7 B and F), whereas the 5-HT3AR with a LPPD–

SPER motif was highly cation selective (PK
+/PCl

– = 26; Fig. S2 E
and F).
Together, these results highlight the difficulty in designing new

protein functions by simply engineering short amino acid se-
quences. Certainly, the functional properties conferred by a
given stretch of amino acids “transplanted” into different pLGIC
homologs often depended on the rest of the sequence. This
is a well-known concept in the framework of protein evolution
(commonly referred to as “epistasis”; e.g., refs. 29 and 30) that
turns out to also apply to the charge-selectivity filter of pLGICs.

Discussion
In proteins, side-chain and/or backbone atoms often come to-
gether to create environments that select for certain ions over
others. In K+-selective channels (31), voltage-dependent Na+ (32)
and Ca2+channels (33), cyclic-nucleotide–gated channels (34), and
ClC Cl– channels (35), for example, the identity of these chemical
groups has been firmly established on the basis of electrophysio-
logical and/or X-ray crystallographical observations. In pLGICs, in
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contrast, although the sequence conservation and pore location of
the oppositely charged side chains at positions –1′ and 0′may have
suggested that they are the main contributors to charge selectivity,
the experimental data recorded before this work had failed to
provide compelling evidence for this idea. Actually, backbone
carbonyl oxygens (acting as Lewis bases) and backbone amide
groups (acting as hydrogen-bond donors) were previously pro-
posed to underlie cation and anion selectivity, respectively, in these
channels. Here, we showed that it is the side chains of ionized
residues, instead, that matter.
Undoubtedly, some of the factors that have contributed to

obscure the key role of the formal charges on the acidic and basic
side chains at positions –1′ and 0′ in charge selectivity are as
follows: (i) the little impact of glutamate neutralization at posi-
tion –1′ on the charge selectivity of the AChR and the failure to
recognize that, once this ring is neutralized, the charge selectivity
is dictated by “whatever is left,” which can be very different for
different pLGICs; (ii) the detrimental effect of lysine and argi-
nine neutralization at position 0′ on the functional expression of
the muscle AChR (8) and the α1 GlyR (5); (iii) the location of
the basic side chains at position 0′ on the (non–pore-lining)
backside of M2 and the misconception that charges need to face
the pore directly to have a major effect on the energetics of ion
permeation (see refs. 36 and 37 for the sizable effect of buried,
ionized basic side chains on single-channel conductance); (iv) the
misconception that all rotamers of an ionizable side chain con-
tribute similarly to ion permeation and that rotamers intercon-
vert so quickly that, even if some of them contributed much more
than others, it is the average properties of their mixture—not the
properties of individual rotamers—that matter (3, 22); and (v)
the rather low resolution thus far achieved by direct structural
methods in this particular region of the channel.
Having worked around some of these difficulties, our results

paint now a clear (although not necessarily simple) picture of
charge selectivity in pLGICs as follows.

First, it is the ion–ion interactions between the passing ions
and ionized side chains in the first turn of the M2 α-helices that
dominate the permeation free-energy landscape. We did not find
any reason to invoke the involvement of backbone-atom elec-
trostatics or the α-helix macrodipole in this process.
Second, there is a requirement for a proper orientation of the

charged moieties. Indeed, we found that the mere presence of an
ionized residue at position –1′ or 0′, in the first turn of M2, does
not ensure that the charge is “felt” by permeating ions. Inser-
tions, deletions, and residue-to-residue mutations in the intra-
cellular end of the pore affect charge selectivity very likely by
changing the rotamer preferences of these ionized side chains
while leaving the length, and the rotational and tilt angles of the
M2 α-helices largely unaffected. In support of this idea, previous
electrophysiological (3) and computational (22) studies from our
group on the muscle AChR provided compelling evidence for
the notion that the different rotamers of the glutamate side chain
at position –1′ make widely different contributions to the single-
channel conductance. Hence, realizing that single-channel con-
ductance and charge selectivity are actually two related aspects
of the same (ion permeation) phenomenon, and taking together
all of the experimental results on charge selectivity presented in
this work, it seems natural now to extend this concept to include
not only conductance but also selectivity, not only the acidic side
chains at position –1′ but also the basic side chains at the adja-
cent position 0′, and not only the muscle AChR but also all other
members of the pLGIC superfamily.
Third, the charges on ionized side chains act in a hierarchical

manner. Certainly, properly oriented glutamates at position –1′
and arginines or lysines at position 0′ dominate the permeation
landscape of wild-type cation-selective and anion-selective
pLGICs, respectively, but in their absence (say, upon substitution
with neutral residues), the remaining ionized residues that decorate
the ion permeation pathway, both within and outside the membrane,
take control over these energetics. This is an important concept that
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Fig. 7. The importance of position –2′. (A–E) Example whole-cell recordings from representative constructs. Current transients were elicited by the appli-
cation of 10- or 20-ms pulses of agonist (1 mM Gly or 100 μM 5-HT) at different voltages. For each panel, the holding voltage(s) closest to the reversal potential
is (are) indicated in red. The equilibrium (Nernst) potentials at 22 °C, calculated using ion activities, were –50.6 mV for K+, and +46.2 mV for Cl–. Mutant
residues are indicated in bold. (F) Current–voltage relationships generated from the recordings in A–E. Only the linear portion of each curve is shown; some of
these were truncated to better appreciate the curves of lower slope.
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explains why, for example, the neutralization of the glutamates at
position –1′ manifests differently in different cation-selective mem-
bers of the superfamily.
In hindsight, we realize the importance of having included six

different pLGICs in this study. Clearly, no single pLGIC could
have provided enough insight to come up with a general mech-
anism that explains the molecular basis of charge selectivity for
the entire superfamily. Multiscale computer simulations closely
benchmarked by further electrophysiological observations and
higher-resolution structures will now be needed to take the next
step into a chemically rigorous understanding of the remarkably
versatile charge selectivity of pLGICs.

Materials and Methods
Whole-cell currents were recorded at ∼22 °C from transiently transfected
HEK-293 cells using an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices), and
charge selectivity was inferred from reversal potentials estimated under
near KCl-dilution conditions. Current–voltage (I–V) curves were generated
by plotting the peak values of current transients elicited by brief (10- or
20-ms) applications of agonist at holding voltages straddling the reversal
potential. Peak values were calculated by subtracting the value of the cur-
rent before each agonist application from the maximum current attained on
application of agonist. In all experiments, the intracellular solution was as

follows (in mM): 110 KCl, 40 KF, and 5 Hepes/KOH, pH 7.4 (measured os-
molarity: ∼265 mOsm; Wescor). In most experiments, the extracellular so-
lution (flowing through the two barrels of a piece of θ tubing) was as follows
(in mM): 15 KCl, 5 Hepes/KOH, pH 7.4, and enough mannitol (∼230 mM) to
reach an osmolarity of ∼265 mOsm, with or without agonist. With these
intracellular and extracellular solutions, the equilibrium potentials (calcu-
lated at 22 °C using ion activities) were –50.6 mV for K+ and +46.2 mV for Cl–.
In experiments where a steeper KCl dilution was imposed across the mem-
brane, the concentration of KCl in the extracellular solution was lowered to
5 mM, and the concentration of mannitol was raised (to ∼250 mM) to
maintain the osmolarity. Under these conditions, the equilibrium potential
for K+ became –71.7 mV, and that for Cl–, +73.1 mV. The concentration of
the agonist was 100 μM (ACh and 5-HT) or 1 mM (Gly and propylamine).
Additional details are described in SI Materials and Methods.
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